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Abstract—This study investigates English course book for Senior High School Students based on 2013 Curriculum in order to obtain the 2013 English curriculum objectives. The researchers carried out a research and development method by applying designing the appropriate English course book to be used for the students of Senior High School to improve their English proficiency. The respondents of this study were the tenth grade students of SMA Negeri 1 Sungguminasa Kabupaten Gowa and the English teachers of the school. The instrument of this research was a questionnaire. This questionnaire was designed for need analysis to measure the students’ self perception, prior knowledge of the content of the basic competence of the tenth grade students, and their expectations in learning English and to determine the English course book materials in case of the quality, content, design, strategy use, and the attractiveness of the teaching materials. The results show that the existing an English course materials were far from the competency target curriculum because they do not agree with the English course materials, and they did not meet the students’ need which was based on the content standard of the school curriculum.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Teachers, students, and textbooks/course books are among the main elements of foreign or second language classrooms. In general, schoolbooks/course books signify the unseen syllabus of the linguistic lessons in a definite package of curriculum. Though linguistic course books are broadly used all over the world, they are often evaluated because of exposing irregularities between “learning aspects” and “profitable parts”. The exploration for economic income, community approval, assortment preference and suitability for teaching space use are subjects of tension in seeing ELT course books (Sheldon, 1988). As a consequence of this condition, it is significant to choose on which linguistic course books are greatest valuable for learners in certain situations.

Based on the observation in the school where this research will be conducted, most of the students have low English proficiency which comes from various aspects. One of the aspects is the use of English course book which is not fully relevant to the student’s need. Most of the teachers implement English course books which are provided by the government although the books do not match with the school curriculum. So, the researcher assumes that the English course books may contribute the main cause of the low English proficiency of the students. Therefore, this research plans to design an English course book to improve the students’ English proficiency.

This study will design an effective English course book for the first grade of Senior High School based on 2013 curriculum that is expected will improve the students’ English proficiency. The English course book is hoped will provide teachers and learners with the arrangement of professionally developed materials, allowing teachers to spend their valuable time more on facilitating learning materials. It is hoped that the English course book can be used flexibly and can be adapted and supplemented to meet the needs of specific classes.

There are numerous motives why the researcher might select to make their own instruction course book, regardless of the readiness of commercially made resources. Teaching materials form an important part of most English teaching programs. But, regardless of the recent rich array of English linguistic instruction course book commercially presented, numerous educators stay to create their own resources for teaching space use.
Dialogues around the benefits and weaknesses of teacher-designed resources frequently focus on a judgment by using course books. An important advantage of teacher-produced materials is contextualization (Howard and Major, 2003). A main disapproval of profitable resources, mainly those made for the world-wide EFL market is that they are essentially basic and not intended at any definite group of students or any certain social or scholastic setting. For many educators, designing or adapting their own instruction resources, allows them to take into account their certain education setting and to overcome the lack of ‘fit’ of the course book.

In designing an English course book, the researcher will create choices around the greatest suitable organizing value or emphasis for the resources and activities. Then this can be altered over the course of the programme if essential. Most course books continue organized about language rules features and the PPP (presentation, practice, production) model of instruction, frequently with an “unrelenting arrangement” which can be “intensely unengaging” (Harmer, 2001 in Howard and Major, 2003). Through taking additional control over resources construction, the researcher can select from the variety of potentials, including themes, conditions, ideas, purposes, competences etc, or a combination of these values, as first points to improve an English course book that focus on the developing needs of her particular group of learners.

Based on the previous description, this research intends to design an English Course Book for High School Students based on 2013 Curriculum with local content materials for the purpose of the students learning English effectively so that they have good English language skills in accordance with the 2013 Curriculum. This study will analyze the existing students’ English proficiency and English course books, the 2013 curriculum, what the students’ want, what the students’ lack, and what the students wish to learn.

A. Problem Statement

This study wants to develop English course Book for Senior High School students based on 2013 curriculum in order to obtain the 2013 English curriculum objectives. Considering the previous description, the main research problem is designing the appropriate English course book to be used for the students of Senior High School to improve their English proficiency. Therefore, the research question is “What kind of English course book is effective to improve the students’ English achievement?”

B. Objective of the Research

In relation to the problem statement and the research questions above this research is aimed at finding out an effective English course book to improve the students’ English achievement.

C. Significance of the Research

The result of the research is expected to be useful information for educators especially English teachers in providing English course books as resources to teaching learning process. So, the English course book that has been developed is expected to give more useful contribution to the improvement of English classroom interaction as an effort to improve the competence and performance of the students in learning English at Senior High School. It is hoped by reading the result of this research English teachers can make learning activities more informative, interesting, and relevant for Senior High School students based on 2013 Curriculum. In addition, this study will produce suitable an English course book based on 2013 curriculum with local content materials which meets the students’ need in the learning process.

D. Scope of the Research

This research is under the umbrella of applied linguistics and focuses on the English course book development. This research designed an English course book for Senior High School students based on 2013 curriculum with local content materials. English competencies in the syllabus of 2013 curriculum was analyzed and become a basic consideration in designing an English course book for Senior High School students with local content materials.

Some Previous Related Research Studies

In 1987, Coleman carried out an ethnographic study at Universitas Hasanuddin in Makassar, South Sulawesi (Coleman 1987, 1996a). In a three-year longitudinal study, Coleman observed various English classes consisting of 20 to 110 students, and came to the conclusion that in English classes students did not, and were not expected to fully participate in the classroom activity. In an attempt to improve the participation of the students in the classroom, an experiment was conducted at the same university, and “attempted ... to put all the participants – lecturers and students – into a type of event which could no longer be perceived as a ‘lesson’” (Coleman, 1996a: 80-81). In this pilot project, classes were divided into smaller groups (of about 40 students) and every teacher was allocated a student’s textbook and a teacher’s textbook, while every student was asked to use the student’s textbook, called “Risking Fun”. They were then assigned a class to teach using the “Risking Fun” which had clear instructions and procedural guidelines for every single activity.

The experiment was successful in enhancing students’ participation in the classroom learning because “lecturers became highly interactive in task-based events during which students exchanged, manipulated and interpreted large quantities of English language data while teachers took on consultative and inconspicuously managerial roles” (Coleman, 1996a: 81). In addition, the success of the experiment may also result from the fact that both teachers and students had the required course books and more importantly that the books contained clear instructions and procedural
Another ethnographic study was carried out by Saleh (1994) in IKIP (Institute of Teacher Training) Semarang, Central Java. He observed classes for a semester and interviewed thirteen teachers at the English language Department to study their content selection and use of methods. With regard to material selection, he found that teachers selected their course materials in accordance with the curriculum, and with some consideration of the students’ readiness for learning. He concluded that this selection process was generally guided by the teachers’ beliefs: beliefs about the structure and the function of the curriculum, about the students’ needs and capacity, their beliefs about teaching and learning theories, their beliefs about the classroom as well as the social context of the students’ learning, and their beliefs about teachers’ roles.

A study of Javanese SMU (Senior High School) learning styles, and autonomous learning, was conducted by Whachida (2001). This researcher claims that she used an ethnographic approach rather than an experimental design. The problem is, can conditions like planning one’s own learning programs and choosing materials be fulfilled considering that the syllabi and course books, for instance, are dictated by the government and teachers and students still view teachers as the one who has the authority to make decisions at the action level? As Wachidah (p. 2001: 297) points out, “SMU learners generally have ... little experience in conducting learning autonomy, and I believe that they do not yet have the capacity to make autonomous decisions at the action level (i.e., to determine the steps or procedures to accomplish a task).”

Some Pertinent Ideas

English is only a foreign language in Indonesia, whereas the Indonesian language is the national, official language of Indonesia and, at the same time, the lingua franca among speakers of different mother tongues. As the first foreign language in Indonesia, English has been made a compulsory subject from SLTP up to university level in the country, and has even been extended during the last few years to a number of primary schools in capital cities. However, this requirement for study alone does not seem to strongly motivate Indonesian students to learn it. As Kartasasmita (1997) claims, we cannot expect Indonesian students in general to be motivated to study English simply because it is mandatory. He argues that this is particularly the case because “despite the fact that English has such an important role in society, we can observe that, for high school graduates to enter higher education in Indonesia, their English competence is not a determining factor” (Kartasasmita, p. 1997: 19-20). If English is unlikely to be used in real communication by Indonesian students nor is it a gatekeeper for Indonesian higher education, it is very likely that they will not make significant efforts to learn it.

In one of the few course books on foreign language learning that discuss both foreign learning and second language acquisition, VanPatten and Lee (1990) put an emphasis on foreign language learning, rather than foreign language teaching. In one chapter of this book, VanPatten (1990) argues that current theories and hypotheses in foreign language (FL) teaching are based on the ones developed by SLA specialists due to the lack of research in FL learning. In other words, he suggests that there is a need to increase research in the field of FL learning to contribute theories to FL teaching which remains the “consumer” (VanPatten, p. 1990: 18) rather than a contributor to SLA theory enrichment. This implies that, on one hand, there is a relationship between SL and FL learning and teaching, but on the other, they describe two different phenomena, and therefore cannot be used interchangeably. Gass (1990) points out that as far as research findings are concerned, there has not been a clear separation between the contexts of FL and SL. She believes that the differences made between them are mainly caused by different programs and teacher training, rather than the obvious difference between the contexts of the two.

In relation to English Language Teaching, it is naive to accept that what is applicable in the ESL context is also applicable in the EFL one. In an EFL classroom, students and the teacher are likely to come from similar linguistic and cultural backgrounds (Tickoo, 1995). Therefore, both EFL students and teachers have similar expectations and perceptions, for instance, of the way to behave and participate appropriately in the classroom. Having a similar linguistic background, students usually communicate using a language other than English (Tickoo, 1995). This certainly reduces their opportunity to use the language for real communication. In addition, EFL students may never encounter actual English use outside the classroom. Consequently, they may not see the direct relevance of learning English to their needs.

II. Method

The main objective of this research is to design an English course book for Senior High School students grade 10 based on 2013 curriculum. The designing of the English course book will be based on the core competencies of 2013 curriculum. The core competencies of the 2013 curriculum will be focused on the first grade Senior High School’s competencies. Since this research is a developmental research, the general stages will be ordered into five phases: analysis, design, development, implementation, and evaluation (Gustafson, 1981).

The participants of the research were the tenth grade students of SMA Negeri 1 Sungguminasa Kabupaten Gowa and the English teachers of the school. The researcher will choose all the classes of the tenth grade of SMA Negeri 1 Sungguminasa during academic year 2014 – 2015. The subjects will be 300 students from 10 classes, and there will be three English teachers. The teachers and researcher will conduct deep discussion to get an English course book design. This study will use total sampling, so all the population (300 students and 3 English teachers) will be the sample of this.
This study used questionnaires (students’ need analysis questionnaire and questionnaire for the English teachers).

The questionnaire for need analysis will be conducted to measure the students’ self perception, prior knowledge of the content of the basic competence of the tenth grade students, and their expectations in learning English. The teachers’ questionnaire will be given to determine the English course book materials in case of the quality, content, design, strategy use, and the attractiveness of the teaching materials. The questionnaire will also explore the extent of motivation, conceptual knowledge, and the learning interactions to improve the English skills. In addition, the questionnaire will measure the attractiveness of the teaching materials, the teacher involvement, providing reinforcement, evaluation, and learning in the real world. The questionnaires will be administered to teachers and students to measure the aspects of acceptability, feasibility, and affectivity.

The data analysis will be conducted by applying qualitative and quantitative. The data as a result of questionnaires and tests will be analyzed quantitatively and the data as a result of the observation, document, and interview will be analyzed qualitatively.

III. RESULTS

Many research activities were conducted to answer the research questions of the study. As noted in chapter two, the purpose of this research is to design an English course book with local content materials for Senior High School students based on 2013 curriculum, and the writing design was based on the process of writing a course book developed by Jolly and Bolitho in Tomlinson (1998) and the ADDIE procedures by identifying the existing problem, conducting the analysis of instrument, conducting survey of students’ need.

Identifying the existing an English course book materials

In the preliminary step this study is to find out what English competences are covered in English syllabus of 2013 curriculum, what kind of English course book is effective to improve the students’ English achievement, what is the students’ perception toward designed English course book, and what is the teachers’ perception toward designed English course book.

The English teachers choose the commercial books because they are completed with syllabus, lesson plans; so they do not necessarily design syllabus and lesson plans by themselves, and they are easy to get because of the kindness and help of the publishers; they do not use the required books published by the government. In reality, most of the students do not get the target of the school curriculum; they are not able to speak English well, to listen to the English news or English movies, to read English text books, and write even English simple sentences/paragraph well. The commercial books lack of contextualization, the local contents are not presented appropriately.

The result of the need analysis in terms of an English course book materials used by the teachers. Some existing problems faced by the teacher were identified through questionnaire. Based on the questionnaire, from 3 teachers in SMA Negeri 1 Sungguminasa Kab. Gowa indicated that the existing an English course materials were far from the competency target curriculum because they do not agree with the English course materials, and they did not meet the students’ need which was based on the content standard of the school curriculum.

Some respondents stated that the vocabularies were too high for the students and this could affect the students’ motivation to learn. Besides, some teachers gave their opinion that there was unsynchronized between the target curriculum and students comprehension. In other words, some materials on the existing course books do not meet which the students need. The students studied unnecessary teaching items more often than the compulsory subjects.

The result of the teachers’ questionnaire toward the existing course book

The result on the teachers’ questionnaire consists of curriculum compatibility, concept validity, concept organization, samples used, and evaluation materials. Need analysis finding: teachers’ questionnaire toward the existing English course book in SMA Negeri 1 Sungguminasa Kab. Gowa.

Curriculum compatibility of the existing book is still not appropriate enough with 2013 curriculum, all the teachers responds the curriculum compatibility has not appropriate with 2013 curriculum. The materials of the book do not cover all the standard competencies and the core competencies which are stated in 2013 curriculum.

Concept validity shows teachers’ perspective toward teaching materials prepared should be considered in accordance with the need of the students, teaching materials must be relevant to the materials. The concept validity of the existing book is still not appropriate enough with 2013 curriculum, all the teachers responds the concept validity has not appropriate with 2013 curriculum. The concept of the materials of the book does not cover all the content materials of 2013 curriculum.
Concept organization of the existing book is still not appropriate enough with 2013 curriculum, all the teachers respond the concept organization has not appropriate with 2013 curriculum. The concept of the book is not presented based on the relationship between concept structure in English and the concept is not set up with the concept which becomes the base to comprehend the next concept. In other words the concept organization is not presented systematically.

Samples used of the existing book is still not appropriate enough with 2013 curriculum, all the teachers responds the samples used has not appropriate with 2013 curriculum. The samples represented are not relevant with the concept that had been explained so the samples used do not explain the concept presented and the samples are not real with the students’ life. At last the samples presented can be comprehended by the students easily. In other words, the samples are not interested for the students and do not motivate them.

Evaluation materials of the existing book are quite enough refers to teaching goals/competencies determined and are quite enough refers to the concept that has been studied. The evaluation materials are sufficient in considering cognitive, affective, and psychomotor domain and are sufficient in considering the level of difficulties. However, the valuation materials cannot comprehended easily by the students although by answering the questions and doing the exercises, the process of learning take places.

Analysis of the validity and reliability of instruments

In analyzing the data, instrument should present the validity and reliability. There are two aspects of instrument of this research, namely (1) the validity and reliability testing and (2) the instrument assessment by the experts in their fields. Validity testing of this research instruments were conducted by applying out a questionnaire to 3 teachers and 120 students at SMA Negeri 1 SungguminasaKab. Gowa. The validity test used SPSS statistical program version 15.0 for windows with Pearson product Moment Correlation technique to correlate the scores on each item with the total score of questionnaire items. Based in the result of the instrument analysis, the students’ and the teachers’ perspective about the instructional materials were delivered to know the coefficient of Pearson product moment correlation were then compared to the value of r table at 5% significance level and degree of freedom (df) = n-2. Value r-count > r-table shows that items of questionnaire were valid, if the value r count < r table the item of questionnaires were invalid, the value of r table for 123 respondents are the 5% significant level is 0.514. The validity testing in this research was done by calculating the reliability coefficient of Cronbach Alfa using SPSS 15 for windows as follows:

1. All the items of the questionnaire are valid based on the t-test with two tailed, and reliability according to Cronbach’s Alpha based on standardized items is 0.95.
2. From 21 items there are three items are valid and the rest is valid based on the two tailed test at the level of 0.05, and the reliability based on Cronbach’s Alpha is 0.795. The analysis indicates that the Alpha value is 0.795 and r value is significant at the level of 0.05 (two tailed) with 120 number of students is 0.361. It can be concluded the items of the instrument are reliable; the calculated r is higher than the r table.
**Expert’s validation of the instruments and dissertation product**

The instruments used in this study and the dissertation product have been validated by two experts in their fields before administering the instruments. The improvements on the instrument and the product of the research had been done, and they were ready to use.

**The result of design**

In the teaching and learning process, an English course book design should be considered. This present study applied the Model of Teaching English (MTE) presented by (Syatriana and Hamra, 2011), as in figure 5. The purpose of this teaching model is to get good oral and written English performance and competence. It considers the learning environment: the teachers and students.

![Figure 3. Model of Teaching English (Syatriana&Hamra, 2011)](image)

Here are some strategies used in the newly designed course books (new course book: Listen and Practice) relating to PPP Procedure.

1. **Presentation** (meaningful, memorable, and realistic examples, clear models, briefness), with various activities (Look, say, observe carefully)
   - This strategy asks the learners to see, say and observe the teaching materials are presented. The teacher gives an explanation as needed so that the learners can understand so that they can practice the skills that the teaching materials.

2. **Practice** (attractive to generate motivation, within the students’ reach) with various activities as follows:
   - **a. Matching**
     - In implementing this strategy learners were asked to match a variety of ways, for example between the word with the object.
   - **b. Completing**
     - In learning, learners are asked to complete a sentence or an incomplete picture by providing/not providing complementary
   - **c. Ask and answer**
     - In a pairing of learners asked questions and answers based on the training provided by teachers.
   - **d. Oral Work**
     - The learners were asked to practice the exercises orally prepared in the learning material. Learners carry out an audible command or as instructed by the teacher or other students in working groups.
   - **e. Pattern drill**
     - The learners were asked to practice answering questions orally and in writing from the description or simple writing.

3. **Production** (situational role play, debates, discussions, problem solving, narratives, descriptions, quizzes and games).
   - **a. Role playing**
     - This activity provides opportunities for learners to play a role in group.
   - **b. Debates**
     - In this activity the learners are given the opportunity to argue in accordance with situational phenomenon that is happening in society.
   - **c. Discussion**
     - Learners are given the opportunity to discuss about the only thing that needs clarification or discussion.
   - **d. Problem solving**
     - Learners are involved in a variety of problem-solving activities of a particular case that exists in the community.
   - **e. Narratives**
     - Learners express or write the narrative of certain incidents or events.
   - **f. Descriptions**
In these activities the learners describe something in English, both written and spoken well.

**g. Quizzes and games**
Learners are involved in interesting quizzes and games in accordance with the ability and skill levels of learners.

**The result of development**
Since this study is developmental, deep discussion on creating a model of creating an English course book was administered among the English teachers in the need analysis step of the study relating to the purpose of writing an English course book based on 2013 curriculum and the application of pedagogical aspects.

The English course book material development based on 2013 curriculum is based on the components from ADDIE model, Dick and Carey, IDLS model, and Jolly and Bolitho in Tomlinson (1998). The main procedure is based in ADDIE model and some details of developing an English course book materials are based on IDLS and Jolly and Bolitho, and 2013 curriculum as in figure 4:

![Figure 4: An English Course Book Material Development Based on 2013 Curriculum](image)

**IV. DISCUSSIONS**

The findings of this study suggest that the failure of EFL teaching and learning in rural Indonesia is due to the complex interplay of a number of issues, including the following:

a. Cultural values, i.e. the value of harmonious relationships in a feudal community,
b. Sociolinguistic situation, i.e. the status and function of English,
c. Material conditions, and
d. Methodology, i.e. teachers’ teaching practices.

Learning materials play an important role in teaching and learning activities in the classrooms. Learning materials are often the most substantial and observable component of pedagogy. They determine the quality of language input and the language practice during the learning process in the classroom. The select of linguistic instruction resources can decide the value of learning-teaching practice. As a part of the resources used in the linguistic teaching space, the textbook can frequently play a vital part in learners ‘achievement or failure.

Designing instruction resources is not an easy work. The difficulties which are confronted by those who are accountable for the instruction and learning are complex, in this case the teaching-learning of English. It requests thoughts to encounter desires, needs, and lacks. These thoughts are frequently enclosed what is named needs analysis. Needs analysis include quires with who, why, where, and when. The first two main significant queries are those with who and why while others just follow them. One needs analysis in order that he can work in line with the desires, needs, and lacks elaborate so that he can attain the intentional purposes.

Course resources form an significant portion of greatest English teaching programmes. From textbooks, videotapes and images to the Internet, instructors trust deeply on a varied variety of resources to support their instruction and their learners’ learning. But, in spite of the recent rich array of English language teaching resources commercially obtainable, numerous instructors remain to create their own resources for teaching space use. Certainly, most instructors use considerable period discovery, choosing, assessing, adapting and creating resources to use in their instruction.

For numerous instructors, designing or adapting their own instruction resources, allows them to take into account
their certain learning setting and to overcome the shortage of ‘fit’ of the course book.

In conclusion, the benefits of teacher-designed resources can be summed up in the notion that they dodge the ‘one-size-fits-all’ method of most commercial resources.

The selection of linguistic instruction resources can decide the value of learning-teaching practice. As a part of the resources used in the linguistic teaching space, the textbook can frequently play a vital part in learners’ achievement or failure. In a practical /communicative practice the important part of the resources is to stimulate learners’ understanding, negotiation and expression under communicating conditions. As each learner has his/her own learning degree and style, the resources should not limit learners’ linguistic learning course by specifying definite stages and the organization of the content would offer chances for self-study and assessment.

Designing teaching materials needs reflections to encounter desires, needs, and lacks. These reflections are frequently enclosed what is named needs analysis. Needs analysis involves questions with who, why, where, and when. This should disclose learning desires with regard to English linguistic skills in listening, speaking, reading, writing, vocabulary understanding and syntax; as well as single learner’s learning inclinations. It is not just learning desires that are related to the instructor as resources designer, but, similarly significant is information about learners’ understandings (life and educational), their first language and stages of literateness in it, their goals, their interests and their purposes for learning English.

Textbooks are intended for universal courses ‘to be used worldwide’ or they are set according to definite requests in a country. The key matter in choosing textbooks is to examine for the suitability of the textbook in a certain instruction setting. It is problematic to discover a faultless book which is appropriate for a certain group of students, however the goal is to examine for the correct kind of book that fits into the recent instruction condition better than other resources.

Designing teaching materials needs considerations to meet needs, wants, and lacks. These considerations are usually covered what is called needs analysis. It is hoped that by conducting a need analysis, a good thoughtful of the notion of learning resources will be gained.

V. CONCLUSION

After developing an English course book for Senior High School students based on 2013 curriculum with local contents, the researchers concludes that the appearance of the English course book is quite interesting, the guidance of the book is easy enough to be comprehended by the students and the content framework can help the students to understand the materials presented in the course books.

The keywords of the English course book can help the students to comprehend the materials of the books; the language used is quite easy to be understood by the students and the use of pictures is sufficient to help the students to comprehend the materials.

Example given in the English course books is sufficient to help the students to comprehend the materials and the conclusions can help the students to understand the materials. The exercises of the course books are sufficient to help the students to understand the materials and the key answers are sufficient to help the students to study independently.

The reference sources of the English book is adequately help the students to study the materials and the practical work procedure is quite enough to be comprehended by the students, so the students have moderate self-confidence in studying the materials of the English course book.

The results of this study provide a starting point to course designers, especially English for ten grade students of senior high school, into what kind of materials that should be implemented in the classroom. The findings also give nuance that before starting an instructional process; the teachers should analyze the students’ needs. However, the findings possess limitation since they only provide information about the needs from the students’ point of view. The results provide no information about the needs based on the teacher’s points of view. Therefore, further research is needed to cover the information about the learning need based on the teachers’ point of view.
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